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Gas prices continue to fall this week, despite forecasts for lower 
temperatures raising demand. Long term Coal and Carbon 
contracts remain neutral, so the fall in Norwegian gas imports 
has had little impact on Gas prices, as the system remains well-
supplied by the continued LNG imports. As we move into the 
summer months however, expect Asian demand for gas to ramp
up, dragging Gas prices upwards.

Power prices continue to follow the NBP lead and have dropped 
also, but the market may undergo a significant shake up if a 
snap general election is called and Labour manage to wrestle 
control away from the Tories, as they plan to nationalise energy 
companies.

US oil drilling is in decline and President Trump continues to 
make threatening gestures towards Iran, continuing the unrest 
in the Middle East. The perceived increased security risk has 
led to the US pulling back workers from Iraq, leaving much of 
Iraq’s oil industry with a skills/staffing shortage that could halt 
production by OPEC’s 2nd largest manufacturer. Meanwhile
OPEC+ continues its production limits with Saudi Arabia 
targeting $80/bbl. A strong Dollar is keeping a lid on prices for 
now. Brent Crude is currently trading around $71.60/bbl USD.

Sterling has had another bad week, sliding daily as European
Elections promise large wins for Nigel Farage’s Brexit Party, 
and strong losses for both Tory and Labour parties. Teresa 
May’s latest attempt to get her Withdrawal Agreement Bill 
through Parliament seems doomed to fail. May promises to step 
down in June, for a new Tory leadership to pull the UK out of 
Europe without a deal (as the only perceived means of 
delivering on the 2016 referendum result). A snap general 
election would not bode any better for the currency under a 
Labour government, with its plans for rebuilding the NHS, and 
wide-spread re-nationalisation would place a greater burden on 
the economy. No deal Brexit odds have shorted to 2:1 and GBP 
is down to $1.2664 USD today.

Electricity (£/MWh)

Prompt Price Future Price Average Price

41.48 43.10 42.29

Gas (p/Therm)

Prompt Price Future Price Average Price

31.11 33.85 32.48

Information provided are comments on the current market and are not advice. Murphy Young does not accept any liability in relation to any action taken based on the information provided. This information cannot be distributed without the consent of Murphy Young.
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YEAR AHEAD PRICING (ENERGY ONLY)
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